Driven by Mission

- Combat Violent Extremism
- Counter Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD)
- Strategic Indication & Warning (I&W)
- Integrate Counter-Intelligence
- Cyber Security

Support Current Operations

Meeting User Needs

Capabilities
- Full spectrum prosecution
- Worldwide persistence
- Rapid discovery and dissemination
- Multi-INT fusion
- 24/7 denied area access

Attributes
- Reduced resource demands
- Improved cost effectiveness
- Integrated & streamlined operations
- Resilient & adaptable
- Focused innovation
- Enterprise standards
- Common services

Common services that are capability-provisioned, network-based and standards-conforming:
- Software Framework & Content Structure
- Enabling Services for Application & Content
- Computer & Storage Platforms (H/W & O/Ss)
- Networks
- Physical Connectivity Infrastructure
- Facilities Infrastructure